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Abstract

Integrity constraints are rules which should guarantee the integrity of a database. Provided that an adequate mechanism to express them is available, the following question arises: is there any way to populate a database which satisfies the constraints supplied by a designer? Constraints are expressed in various fashions, depending on the data model: in logic environment they are usually some subset of first order logic formulas, SQL2 allows general forms of inclusion dependencies and predicates to be evaluated on row values, while in OODBMSs most of the stuff is often left to the writing of methods. The contribution of the present work is twofold: first, to extend the expressiveness of complex object data models to capture the semantics of a relevant set of state constraints; second, to provide a specialized reasoner based on the tableaux calculus which is able to check the coherence of an object database schema with constraints.

The inspiration for this scientific article, and more generally for the research line, stems from the collaboration with the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI), which introduced us to Description Logics, in a context where the majority of the database scientific community was using Datalog. In particular, the first and fundamental scientific article in which techniques based on Description Logics, developed in the field of Artificial Intelligence, were applied to the context of Databases, was written during the period when Prof. Bernhard Nebel was a visiting professor here in Italy [1].

The ultimate and refined research outcome on reasoning techniques with constraints in database models has been published on the IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering [2]. In this work we proposed: 1) two alternative formalisms, able to express a relevant set of state integrity constraints with a declarative style; 2) two specialized reasoners, based on the tableaux calculus, able to check the consistency of complex objects database schemata expressed with the two formalisms. The proposed formalisms share a common kernel, which supports complex objects and object identifiers, and which allows the expression of acyclic descriptions of classes, nested relations and views, built up by means of the recursive use of record, quantified set, and object type constructors and by the intersection, union, and complement operators. Furthermore, the kernel formalism allows the declarative formulation of...
typing constraints and integrity rules. In order to improve the expressiveness and maintain the decidability of the reasoning activities, we extended the kernel formalism into two alternative directions. The first formalism, $\mathcal{OLCP}$, introduces the capability of expressing path relations. Because cyclic schemas are extremely useful, we introduce a second formalism, $\mathcal{OLD}$, with the capability of expressing cyclic descriptions but disallowing the expression of path relations. In fact, we showed that the reasoning activity in $\mathcal{OLCDP}$ (i.e., $\mathcal{OLCP}$ with cycles) is undecidable.

We also demonstrated how techniques based on Description Logics are highly valuable in another crucial activity of a DBMS: query optimization; the related work "Description logics for semantic query optimization in object-oriented database systems" has been published on the ACM Transactions on Database Systems [3].
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